2008 e450

I bought this when my f blue its motor the third time while stuck in Wyoming with six horses
and a family in a motel, the got me home but over the last three years it broke down seven
times, four radiators, two turbos an engine and now another break down and a new engine, now
its miles out of extended warranty. It is unreliable, poorly built and only a fool would
recommend it, the ones that do have never used it for long hauls or extensive ranch work which
is what it was built to do FORD found on the road dead how true is that. Ford should be
ashamed to sell this crap and a class action suit should be had. Last time it had the entire head
replaced; took about 30 days. I am sad to find all these posts as I am doing research tonight on
my new truck- Sierra Will be at GMC tomorrow getting trade-in appraisal for it. Absolutely a dog
in power. Took to Ford dealer several times, they say it's fine. Get literally mpg avg. I bought it
in Texas thanks to a blown head gasket on my 05 F that left me stranded 5th time and I had to
get my 40' trailer to NM by the next day. Since the repair would have been a 3 day event I bought
the 08 F off the dealer's lot. At first all was well, the truck pulled better than the and it ran
perfectly. It was trouble free for the first 4 years I owned it aside from it's abysmal fuel efficiency
6 MPG towing, the older averaged around 10 with the same trailer. Then, things started to
happen. A sensor crippled the truck. A turbo blew. Oil leak. DPE failure leading to blown engine.
Currently broken, 66k and 10 days out of warranty. Purchased truck early 07 when first came
out I know have k miles. Its always fighting with ford they are not real customer helpful there
never wanting to stand up to there piece of junk I will never purchase ford again Stay away don't
buy. Ford, on the other hand, makes sure you can not reach a real person with real authority. I
planned to take Ford to small claims, but we sold the truck instead and I decided I didn't want
any more stress or grief trying to get Ford's attention. From our past experience, we expected
our F diesel with the 6. I tried to contact Ford's customer service which is really their customer
dis-service as the one answering the phone only has a first name and no boss to appeal to. My
question is, why isn't the replacement engine "bullet proofed" already? What was once a great
company with integrity has been replaced by fraud and failure. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. More about the F Super Duty. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP
Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Defective 6.
Items per page:. Write a review See all F Super Duties for sale. Sponsored cars related to the F
Super Duty. Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been
stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls.
For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and
has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that
has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of
used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In
addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their
customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had
the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us
and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Login or Sign Up. Logging in
Remember me. Log in. Forgot password or user name? Posts Latest Activity Photos. Page of 1.
Filtered by:. Previous template Next. We have a E with a 6. We took it to a large Ford Dealer that
does a lot of work on Diesels their answer to us the first time is we don't run it enough and the
Turbo wasn't broken in yet "we bought this as a demo with 13, miles" The third time they tell us
the Octane rating was too low and we need to buy better fuel. I cried BS as the octane rating of
Diesel fuel is between 15 and My research is the octane rating for Diesel fuel does not really
matter it's the Cetane rating that is the big factor and reading what it takes to test for the cetane
rating I think this was a total SWAG. This is getting really frustrating! I'm considering installing
a block heater? My thinking is cold start up problem as the problem seems to occur within the

first miles. I searched past threads concerning this problem but I never really found much of an
answer in any of them. Any help would be appreciated, and please no Bus jokes. Tags: None.
TONS of Turbo problems with this engine. It uses a variable vane Turbo that between it and it's
control stuff has given Ford some many headaches. The 6. Comment Post Cancel. Thanks for
the tip on the website I will check it out, I would gladly take our 93 E with the 7. Hows the
midmount working for you? I did the precon with you guys Smeal. Very nicely! Did a 1 and a half
story Cape full of fire the other night pretty much by itself. We can run 4 Truck companies and
an Engine company off the sole rig. Pretty handy. You're getting hosed by your " Ford dealer",
sounds to me like they don't have a decent diesel tech. At least not one that holds you to rpm
and 40 mph. We've worked on a few of these and put bluntly,they Suck. Check this site out: Lots
of Ford mechanics and enthusiasts with the knowledge to back them up are on there. As
Rescue noted, the 6. If you own one, you have my sympathies. There is a reason why they are
commonly called the "6. Oh NO". Any "dealership" coming back with the use of the wrong
octane level or the need for the turbo needing to break in, needs to be seriously looked at.
Looked at, as in they are completely incompetent to work on diesel engines. I'm the one Fire
and Rescue calls, when they need to be Rescued. Theys wants to goes to fires. Sometimeses
they haves to waits. We've had a very similar experience with our Ford E with a turbo. This past
winter we started having problems with the transmission not shifting. Only for the first few
minutes of a response though. The village we respond out of is only about 2. So we're talking
the first 1. Once warmed up it shifted fine. The first time we had it at one of the local ford dealers
they said there was nothing wrong and they couldn't get it to duplicate the problem. Well by the
time they got it out to the highway it was all nice and warmed up and worked fine. Well long
story short they ended up tearing it all apart and decided to replace a couple injectors. Worked
fine for a week then started the same crap. Finally after having it there several times they got the
problem to duplicate and then replaced all the injectors. We had it back for a week and noticed
transmission fluid on our floor. Now they found a hole in the top of the transmission case. It
was at their shop more this summer than in our own station. Now we had to replace the whole
transmission. Ford paid for half after alot of bickering. Cross our fingers it's been running good
since. We have 3 squads all fords and have never had problems like this one. There have been
issues with the earlier variable vane turbo's. They have been changed to a different part number
that solved that issue. The biggest thing you need is a ford technician that understands how to
properly troubleshoot the system. They need to hook up a laptop computer while doing various
road test to simulate the conditions you use the truck in and record the data of the entire
system. Doing this will allow them to find the correct issue and replace the component that is
causing the problem the first time. Swapping parts out until you find or fix an issue is not
conducive to good customer relations. Our tech found an oil pressure sensor issue that was
causing the injectors to float at a certain RPM range, by not suppling a high enough oil pressure
to the injector rail. Originally posted by dustoff30 View Post. Originally posted by Rescue View
Post. And our rig? Have to say it was one of my most satifactory encounters. And Outcomes.
Originally posted by islandfire03 View Post. Problem Solved I wont post and Bus jokes as ours
is a E and our trucks are yellow! We had a very similar problem with ours and after many many
trips to the Ford Dealership they finally discovered the problem to be that the fuel tank
de-laminated due to the bio diesel. Apparently when they designed the tanks they weren't
expecting people to be using predominately bio diesel and that the old tanks were coming apart,
clogging the fuel pump and filter. They replaced the tank on ours and it fixed the problem. Now
if the OEM could ever catch that damn electrical bug we'd be ok! Always funny to yell up from
the back "hey can ya flip the lights off so I can use the radio! Be safe! Upper x Copyright ,
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